NOTES ON CHAPTER V
 1.	By " Morung " Marshall means the tarai, the district
below the Himalayas in Nepal and the lower ranges of that
mountain system south of Khatmandu.
 2.	From Singhiya the directions indicated, N.E. by N. and
N.N.E., point to the Mount Everest group of snows as the " very
high hills " seen by Marshall.   The snows are visible on a clear
morning after rain.
 3.	The Nepal hills "North By East Easterly/1 no to 135
miles away, would be the lower ranges of the Himalaya to the
N. and N.E. of Khatmandu.   The hills " near Botton " would be
Chumularhi and the high mountain in that direction.  Chumularhi
lies about 300 miles in a straight line from Singhiya.   The "250
Course" of the " country people" would, of course, mean the
distance by road to get there.
 4.	Floods are usually ascribed to the agency of demons, and
Marshall appears to be describing a ceremony of propitiation to
the power controlling the waters which had recently caused the
havoc narrated by him.
 5.	No confirmation of this incident has been found, nor the
name of the governor of Allahabad at this date.
 6.	The Churiaghati hills appear to be meant.
 7.	In the MS. there is a very rough unmeaning sketch of the
elevation of the hills.
 8.	Hotty.   The Hathiya Nakshatra (lunar asterism) in the
latter part of the Hindi month Aswin, at the end of September or
beginning of October, when the last rainfall of the rainy season
occurs.   For agricultural operations in Northern India this is
one of the most important rainfalls in the year, as on it depends
the success of the sowings of the cold weather crops.   Numerous
agricultural sayings or proverbs attest the importance of the
rain.   This is not usually a season of violent storms in the Patna
district.   In fact, storms properly so called, are rare at this time.
In 1671 the rains chanced to be accompanied by storms, and it
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